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Ensemble classifier is one among the machine learning hot topics and it has
been successfully applied in many practical applications. Since the construction of an optimal ensemble remains an open and complex problem, several
heuristics for constructing good ensembles have been introduced for several
years now. One alternative consists of integrating rough set reducts into ensemble systems. To the best of our knowledge, almost existing methods neglect
knowledge imperfection, knowing that several real world databases suffer from
some kinds of uncertainty and incompleteness. In this paper, we develop an
ensemble Evidential Editing k-Nearest Neighbors classfier (EEk-NN) through
rough set reducts for addressing data with evidential attributes. Experimentations in some real databases have been carried out with the aim of comparing
our proposal to another existing approach.
Keywords: Ensemble classifiers, rough set reducts, Evidential Editing k-Nearest
Neighbors classfier, evidence theory.

1. Introduction
Ensemble system has attracted a great attention since 1990s thanks to its
prediction performance ability.4 Diversity between classifiers represents a
key element for designing good successful ensembles.11 Manipulating the
input feature space has been theoretically and experimentally defined as a
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sufficient way for establishing high diversity between base classifiers.1,6,9,24
The choice of the most suitable feature subsets for constructing ensemble
systems is still an open question. Recently, feature subsets yielded through
rough set reducts14 have been successfully introduced into ensemble systems.15,17,18,25 It must be emphasized that almost all real world data are
vulnerable to incompleteness, inconsistency and imprecision. This imperfection may pervade either the attribute values, the class labels or both of
them. Despite its importance, little attention has been drawn to extract
reducts from a such kind of data. In this paper, we are only interested
to data with uncertain attribute values represented within the evidence
theory21 and we aim to construct an ensemble of the Evidential Editing
k-Nearest Neighbor classifier (EEk-NN)23 through rough set reducts to
process uncertainty. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 is dedicated to recall some basic concepts of the evidence theory. We describe, in Section 3, our novel ensemble system framework. We
present, in Section 4, our experimentations on several synthetic databases.
Finally, the conclusion and our main future work directions are reported in
Section 5.

2. Basic concepts of the evidence theory
The frame of discernment Θ constitutes a finite non empty set of elementary hypotheses.16 An expert’s belief over a given subset of Θ has to be
represented by the so-called basic belief assignment m (bba) fulfilling:
X

m(A) = 1

(1)

A⊆Θ

The simple support function (ssf) is a special case of the basic belief assignments. It has two focal elements: the frame of discernment Θ and a strict
subset of Θ which named the focus of the ssf.19
The evidence theory provides a set of combination rules for merging distinct
information sources. Dempster’s rule is one of the best known rules. Given
two information sources S1 and S2 with respectively m1 and m2 as bbas,
Dempster’s rule,3 denoted by ⊕, will be set as:
m1 ⊕ m2 (A) =

1−

1
B∩C=∅ m1 (B)m2 (C)

X

P

m1 (B)m2 (C),

∀A ⊆ Θ

B∩C=A

(2)
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3. Classifier ensemble through rough set reducts
In this paper, we present a new classifier ensemble framework for processing
imperfect knowledge. More concretely, we propose an ensemble of our EEkNN classifier23 through rough set reducts for handling data described by
evidential attributes. The proposed framework is detailed in Algorithm 3.1.
It consists of two main levels. The first one concerns the generation of
reducts from a given uncertain data, while the second one selects reducts
enabling the construction of a successful EEk-NN ensemble. We present in
what follows each of these steps.
3.1. A novel framework for generating reducts from
uncertain data
A number of solutions have been proposed for dealing with multiple reduct
generation problems. The Rosetta software is well known to be among the
most effective alternative.10 It provides a set of algorithms for multiple
reduct extraction. An example includes the SAVGenetic Reducer that implements a genetic algorithm for searching approximate hitting sets, meaning approximate reducts.5 One limitation of this latter is its inability to
process uncertainty. In this paper, we propose an extension of the SAVGenetic algorithm for addressing data with uncertain attribute values that are
expressed in terms of evidence. In accordance with the standard SAVGenetic reducer, our proposal starts by computing a discernability matrix from
a given data. We have developed in a previous work,21 a novel algorithm
allowing the computation of a belief discernability matrix Λ0 from data with
evidential attributes. Let O={O1 ,. . .,ON } be a given data described by a
finite non empty set of N objects. Each object i (i ∈ {1, . . . , N }) is defined
by a set of n uncertain attributes uA = {A1 , . . . , An } with values uV i =
{uv1i , . . . , uvni } and a certain class label Yi ∈ C = {c1 , . . . , cQ }. Suppose that
Θk denotes the frame of discernment of the attribute Ak (k ∈ {1, . . . , n}).
Every uncertain attribute value uvki of an instance Oi is represented by a
k
basic belief assignment mΘ
i . Assume that S refers to a tolerance threshold (i.e. S is set to 0.1 with the aim of maximizing the search space) and
dist reflects the Jousselme distance.8 The entries of the belief discernibility
matrix Λ0 are computed as follows:
Θk
k
Λ0 (Oi , Oj ) = {Ak ∈ uA|Jousselme Dist(mΘ
i , mj ) > S and Yi 6= Yj }
(3)

The non empty set of Λ0 will then be stored in a multiset ζ 0 . The approximate hitting sets of ζ 0 correspond to the approximate reducts. For picking
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out the approximate hitting sets, we relied on the genetic algorithm with
the following fitness function for each subset B ∈ 2n :

f (B) = (1 − α) ×

|A| − |B|
|[z ∈ ζ 0 |z ∩ B 6= ∅]|
+ α × min{ε,
}
|B|
|ζ 0 |

(4)

The fitness function f (B) consists mainly on two terms. The former one
rewards subsets with shortest size and the latter one rewards subsets that
are hitting sets (i.e. meaning subsets having a non empty intersection with
all elements of the discernability matrix). Herein, α ∈ [0, 1] refers to the
adaptive weighting between the two parts and ε reflects the minimal hitting
set fraction.
3.2. Reduct selection for ensemble learning
An ensemble system with rough set reducts has been viewed for some years
as a valid alternative for getting optimal performance.7 Since several reducts
may be generated for a given data set, the choice of the appropriate ones
remains a field of research to further develop. Herein, we draw our inspiration from a study conducted in13 for finding out the suitable reducts for
an ensemble of EEk-NN classifiers when relied on both the accuracy and
the diversity of base classifers. That is an appropriate trade-off between the
diversity of classifiers and the accuracy of each individual classifier is really sufficient for yielding good performance. The assessment function that
balances the accuracy and the diversity of base classifiers is as follows:
F itness(f, L) = Accuracy(f, L) + ω × Diversity(f, L)

(5)

where L is the number of classifiers, Accuracy(f, L) reflects the average
accuracy of the base classifiers, Diversity(f, L) represents the diversity between base classifiers and ω corresponds to the parameter that balances
Accuracy and Diversity. It is worth noting that there are several classifier diversity measures. Authors in11 have distinguished pairwise and nonpairwise diversity measures. The choice of the most convenient one remains
unanswered question. In this paper, we relied on the disagreement measure,
which is a pairwise one, for computing classifier diversity. Concerning the
parameter ω, it has to be adjusted automatically for maximizing the fitness function value.13 In addition to the accuracy and diversity of the base
classifiers, ensuring diversity between reducts has also been regarded as a
substantial key element when designing ensemble systems. In fact, we aim
to reduce the searching space of reducts by taking into consideration the
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diversity measure proposed in.2 It is set to:
DivRk = 1 −

|Rk ∩Selected Red|
|Rk ∪Selected Red|

N B Selected Reduct

(6)

where Rk is the candidate reduct, Selected Red reflects the selected reducts
and N B Selected Reduct states the number of selected reducts. The candidate reducts with a diversity measure smaller than a threshold T will then
be removed from the search space.
Algorithm 3.1 Successful rough set ensemble framework
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Input: An uncertain data, M is the maximum chosen reducts.
Output: ensemble system.
% Subsection 3.1
Find multiple reducts Reducts
% Subsection 3.2
Selected Red ← ∅, Ens Classif ier ← ∅
Choose the reduct R1 with the lowest weight from the reduct pool Reducts,
Selected Red ← {Selected Red, R1 }, N B Selected Reduct ← 1
Reducts ← Reducts-R1
Ens Classif ier ← {Ensemble Class, f1 }
do
Compute the diversity between Rk ∈ Reducts and Selected Red
Reduct T o Remove ← all Rk ∈ Reducts fulfilling DivRk < T
Reducts ← Reducts - Reduct T o Remove
Choose a new reduct Rj from Reducts satisfying:
F itness(fj , Ens Classif ier) = maxRk ∈Reducts (F itness(fk , Ens Classif ier))
Ens Classif ier ← {Ensemble Class, fj }, Selected Red ← {Selected Red, Rj },
N B Selected Reduct ← N B Selected Reduct+1
until N B Selected Reduct = M or isempty(Reducts)=true
Ensemble system merged through the Dempster operator

4. Experimentations settings and results
Throughout this paper, we propose to construct an ensemble of EEk-NN
classifiers from data with evidential attributes. Since real world applications suffer from incompleteness and uncertainty, there is a lack of datasets
that take imperfection into consideration. With the aim of evaluation of
proposed approach, we propose to generate synthetic databases. The underling idea consists of injecting an uncertainty level P to some real categorical
databases delivered by the the UCI machine learning repository.12 Table 1
describes the used databases for experimentations. Getting inspiration from
the method proposed in,20 four uncertainty levels P have been considered:
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an certain case when P =0, a Low uncertainty case when (0 < P < 0.4),
a Middle uncertainty case when (0.4 ≤ P < 0.7) and a High uncertainty
case (0.7 ≤ P ≤ 1). So that, each attribute value has to be expressed by a
simple support mass function, meaning P has to be assigned be the focus
reflecting the true attribute value and 1−P has to be allocated to the frame
of discernment of that attribute.
Table 1.
Databases
Voting Records
Monks
Lymphography
Tic-Tac-Toa

Description of databases

#Instances
435
432
148
958

#Attributes
16
7
18
9

#Classes
2
2
4
2

Our ensemble EEk-NN classifiers through rough set reducts is evaluated
and compared to an ensemble of 25 EEk-NN classifiers through Random
Subspaces presented in22 and we have followed a 10-fold cross validation
approach. Taking k=3 as nearest neignbors, the obtained Percentage of
Correct Classifications (PCCs) are presented in Table 2 where ERR and
ERS reflect respectively the ensemble EEk-NN through rough set reducts
and the ensemble EEk-NN through random subspaces and size represents
the size of an ensemble constructed using the ERR approach.

Table 2.
No
Voting Records
Monks
Lymphography
Tic-Tac-Toa

ERS
91.62
60.26
82.85
61.15

ERR
93.02
100
87.90
72.53

PCCs results

Low
ERS
ERR
91.92
95.35
59.49
100
75.14
79.29
55.78
59.05

Middle
ERS
ERR
91.39
95.12
60.26
100
82.85
84.12
56
74.95

High
ERS
ERR
89.53
90.11
53.68
68.18
62.85
75.66
57.68
57.76

The obtained results have proven the performance of the rough set reduct
method over the random subspace approach. In fact, the yielded PCCs
through the rough set techniques are strictly higher than those obtained
using the random subspace method. Let us take the Monks database with
uncertainty equals High as an example. The PCC derived by ensemble
rough sets is equal to 68.18 %, while that achieved by the random subspace
method equals 53.68 %.
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5. Conclusion
We have proposed a novel framework for classifier ensemble for addressing
data with evidential attribute values. Precisely, we have developed an ensemble of the EEk-NN classifier by relying on some rough set techniques for
generating suitable feature subsets. For the purpose of assessing our novel
approach, we have made a comparative study with an ensemble EEk-NN
constructed via random subspaces. The achieved PCC results have proven
the performance of our novel framework over that generated with random
subspaces. Although, there are several combination operators within the
evidence theory, in this paper we have merged classifier using the Dempster rule as it is very well known, in future work, we look forward to paying
more attention to the combination procedure. Notably, we intend to pick
out the best combination rule within the context of ensemble evidential
classifiers.
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